Welcome and Call to Order: The meeting was called to order at 1:30 p.m. by Dr. Stephen Lambert. A quorum was established.

Introduction of Guests: N/A

Petitions Reviewed (7)

GSP30D (more than the allowable hours of transfer work into doctoral program): N/A

GSP7YR (7-year rule): 4 submissions (4 approved, 0 denied, 0 tabled)

GSP9MA (more than the allowable hours of transfer work into a master’s program): 3 submissions (3 approved, 0 denied, 0 tabled)

GSPCAT (reverting to old catalog year): N/A

GSPCER (graduate certificate course substitution): N/A

GSPIND (independent study hours > 6 in master’s): N/A

GSPTR6 (more than 6 hours of Traveling Scholar hours): N/A

GSPW50 (waiver of ½ of minimum degree requirements at 6000 level): N/A

GSPOTH (other): N/A

Tabled Petitions: N/A

Announcements and Adjournments: The meeting was adjourned at 3:30 p.m.